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W H O  W E  A R E

The Film House is a Doha-based film, video, photography 

and multi-media production company unlike any other in 

the region.

 

We have a talented team of experienced and creative 

storytellers, documentarians, animators, photographers, 

and film directors. Our services cover everything, from 

idea generation and script development, live-action  

filming, sound recording, editing, motion graphics and 

VFX, to finalizing projects with color grading, sound 

mixing and in-house CGI capabilities.

 

We’re targeting diverse audiences on a variety of  

platforms. This includes social media outlets, televised  

advertising campaigns, cinema, film festivals, and even  

digital signage and public art installations. We’re not a  

traditional production company - we offer flexible  

production to facilitate a range of different requirements, 

mediums and budgets.

 With a wealth of local knowledge and Qatar’s  

community in mind, we’re primed to foster local talent 

and to redefine visual storytelling in the region. We’re 

a home for high-caliber international productions that 

want to come to town, and we want to place Qatar in 

the spotlight. Local production companies, who normally 

need to outsource equipment from around the world, are 

now able to source what they need directly from us, from 

beginning to end.

 

At The Film House, we’re doing something new. We want 

to raise the bar for the film production industry here in 

Qatar - technically and artistically.  And, with a vision that 

rises above prescribed and tested methods, combines  

traditional values and a contemporary edge, we are  

limited only by our creative power.



W H A T  W E  D O

We specialize in commercials, corporate films, online 
content, documentaries, short films, photography, CGI 

and motion graphics.

The better the content, the stronger the passion it evokes; and therefore the more compelling the result.  We 

are driven by the conviction that the art we create must wholly represent our client’s original intent, whilst also 

eliciting the strongest possible emotional response from the target market.

 

Filmmaking is working together, and we work with all sorts of great people, from local artists to international 

directors, to execute our art intuitively, diligently and innovatively.

 

We have talented staff that can be part of your crew.  From award-winning film directors, directors of photography 

and art directors, to producers, editors and sound engineers that will bring considerable value to your production, 

The Film House is the definitive source for the highest quality productions in Qatar.

 

We’re very friendly. Consultations are always free.  So if you’re a producer,  musician,  artist,  agency or institution, 

get in touch - we’d love to hear from you! From concept to delivery, pre-production to post-production, feel free 

to come to us at any stage and we’ll craft something extraordinary for you. 



T H E  T E A M

J U S T I N  K R A M E R

/
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

Justin Kramer is an American filmmaker and artist. His career started in New York City where he formed 
Elwood Gentry Productions and worked on projects for HBO,  MTV,  CNN,  VH1, and AMC among others. 
His producing, directing, and cinematography have been seen in numerous award-winning short films, tele-
vision shows, feature documentaries, music videos and commercials. Justin has displayed photography work 
at Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago and has lectured at Harvard University on documentary film-
making. In 2009,  Justin moved to Qatar to join the Doha Film Institute where he produced and mentored 
numerous workshops and programs, resulting in some of the first films and filmmakers from Qatar gaining 

international recognition.

O M A R  K H A L I F A

/
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCTION

Omar Khalifa is a storyteller, documentarian and fine art photographer.  At Al Jazeera English, under the 
mentorship of Oscar and Emmy award-winning executives, Omar created and developed current affairs 
series and program strands that were selected at awards ceremonies and recognized worldwide. His pro-
fessional work includes productions for brands such as Vodafone, Levi’s, and the BBC, and his short films and 
photography have been exhibited, displayed and installed in over forty cities across the world. With almost 
four years experience in Qatar, Omar is a keen contributor to the local art and filmmaking scene with films 
directed, shot, produced and edited for Qatar National Day, Qatar 2022 Supreme Committee, and Qatar 

Museums Authority.

D E N V E R  G O M E C E R I A

/
DIRECTOR OF POST PRODUCTION

Combining creativity and technology Denver Gomeceria has been producing visual effects and 3D ani-
mation for  broadcast, TVC and short films for more than 20 years for numerous clients. From character 
animation to  collapsing city Denver enjoys the technical and creative challenge it brings. His passion for 
art and thirst for knowledge lead him to discover a better way to tell a more compelling stories. Denver 
is well rounded in production and post-production. His vast experience enables him to lead a team and 
provide technical and creative solutions. He truly believes that film work is a team effort and he will always 

push the limits regardless of size or budget.



C H R I S T O P H E R  M O O N

/
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Chris Moon graduated with First Class Honors in Film and Video from the University for Creative Arts in 
the UK, and went on to achieve a Masters in Cinematography at the prestigious National Film and Tele-
vision School in 2008; under the mentorship and guidance of Brian Tufano BSC, Sean Bobbit BSC, Stuart 
Harris, Billy Williams BSC, and Roger Deakins BSC ASC.  In 2010, Chris won several awards including an 
Off Drum award at the Golden Drum Advertising Awards. He has shot commercials and promos, including 
award-winning virals and television commercials, for such names as Nokia, Sony,  ARRI Media, Toshiba, and 
Wrangler,  and worked with some of the world’s top creatives such as BBH, Pulse, Unilever, Stink Digital, 
and DCM. Over the past few years, Chris has continued his love for shooting both drama and reality with 
short films and documentaries that have taken him around the world; filming in New York, Paris, Switzer-
land, Morocco, Malaysia and, most recently, here in Doha. Chris recently wrapped shooting on his first 

feature film - a sci-fi thriller,  Narcopolis,  due for release in 2015.

J A I M E  S I O R D I A

/
SENIOR PRODUCER

Born and raised in Los Angeles, Jaime Siordia studied photography and cinema before beginning his career 
at Universal Studios. Spending years on multiple sets, he quickly began writing and producing TV pilots and 
independent films across the US.  After spending a year with Film Independent as an Event Producer, he 
moved to working for film festivals including the Los Angeles Film Festival, Sundance and Tribeca, landing in 
New York where he returned to film. Now based in Doha,  Jaime has produced TV commercials for clients 

including Vodafone, Barwa Bank and Al Jazeera. 

D A N A  B A D D A R

/
PRODUCER

A graduate with a business management background, Dana Baddar started her career in consulting before 
changing direction to produce and project manage large-scale events including film festivals, inaugural 
sports conferences and the Qatari Olympic House during the 2012 games. Her career also involved 
creating and producing video interviews for Hey’Ya Women in Sport,  an art exhibit by Brigitte and Marian 
Lacombe which opened at Sotheby’s in London. Since joining The Film House,  Dana has production-man-
aged and produced various projects including films for Vodafone, Qatar Museums Authority, Qatar Air-

ways, Hamad International Airport and the Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy.



R I S H A B  S O N I

/
DESIGNER / ILLUSTRATOR

Rishab Soni is a multidisciplinary illustrator and designer from New Zealand where he gained a Bachelor in Design degree 
from the Auckland University of Technology. He has worked with publication studios and advertising agencies in New Zea-
land, Australia and the Middle East. His work has been exhibited in galleries across many continents and has featured in 
editorials such as Semi-Permanent, Creative Gaga and Behance’s 99U.  Most recently Rishab was acknowledged in the New 

York Times. 

C E N O N  C O S TA L E S

/
CAMERA OPERATOR

Cenon Costales is a Filipino photographer and cameraman with over 14 years experience in the field of photojournalism and 
documentary filmmaking.  As a senior cameraman for one of the Philippines’ fastest growing TV networks,  NET 25, Cenon was 
deployed to the most remote and dangerous parts of the Philippines to cover political unrest, disasters, and rescue operations. 
More recently, Cenon has developed his camera work and creative approach to filmmaking, photography and light design, with a 

greater focus on TVCs, corporate film, drama and short films across the region.

A S H I Q  K H A N

/
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

Ashiq Khan is a Qatar-based camera and production assistant who began his career in 2010, with Doha Film Institute.  He has 
worked on dozens of short films including Kanye West’s Cruel Summer as well as assisting on projects with Baraka director 
Ron Fricke and the Hollywood film Black Gold. Ashiq’s passion for film continues to grow and he has recently completed 

courses at the National Film and Television School in London.

D A N Y A  S H E R I F

/
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

Danya Sherif is a New Zealand/Egyptian graduate of Fine Art. Beginning her career in international fashion, she worked in 
cities across North America, Europe and the Middle East. She moved to sales and marketing for various luxury brands and 
elite real estate in the Middle East including Tiffany & Co. and Fifth Avenue. Excelling in business development she shifted her 
directorship to oil & gas media breaking multiple sales records for global energy publications in legacy markets; Qatar and 
Nigeria. With solid experience in a variety of cultural business environments, Danya returns to her creative passion for the 

arts and developing business at The Film House. 



T H E  H O U S E

The Film House is not only a place of 
great creative inspiration; it is also the 

most technologically advanced production 
house in Qatar.

The Film House’s in-house production kit covers motion picture, digital camera and photography 

equipment from major industry manufacturers, including ARRI Alexa Plus +, RED Epics,  ARRI416, 

CANON C500 and The Hasselblad H50, accompanied by a selection of Zeiss Ultra Primes, Red or 

Canon Lenses.  We also offer the latest in film, commercial and television lighting from ARRI,  Kino 

Flo, Dedo plus state of the art audio field recording gear which includes a 788T 8 channel Sound 

Devices recorder and Lectrosonics transmitters and receivers.



Our studio is the only one of it’s kind in Qatar, housing some of the most advanced post-production 

technology to date; edit suites complete with Avid Bin Locking system enabling fast and efficient 

workflow; graphics stations boasting industry-leading 3D and compositing software, such as Maya and 

Nuke; and a color-grading suite installed with DaVinci Resolve complete with console, 4K monitor,  

projector and Dolby 7.1 Surround Sound - this can double-up as private cinema for clients to view 

works in progress and host private screenings.  All our machines feature robust specifications - 128GB 

of RAM, Nvidia K6000 graphics cards,  all connected via Teradici PCoIP hardware,  allowing seamless 

remote viewing. Converting to or from any video format with transparent quality has never been 

easier with our Teranex Processor, and we also output Digital Cinema Packages via easyDCP. Our 

sound suite houses a ProTools machine and an Avid S6 mixing desk, complete with a sound booth 

to accommodate all of your audio post-production needs.  And,  integral to all workflow, we have a 

TigerTech server with LTO Tape formatting to make sure that your data is safe and accessible.

From pre- through to post-production, The Film House can create a tailored package to meet your 

specific requirements.



O U R  P O R T F O L I O



TA R S H E E D  -  T H E  D R O P

TELEVISION COMMERCIAL

A journey into the past to explore the importance of conservation. 

To celebrate the Holy Month of Ramadan and stress the importance of precious resource conservation, we were commis-

sioned to create two films that take us back to the early days of Qatar.  Tarsheed, under the patronage of HH The Emir Sheikh 

Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, has a mission to ensure Qatar’s resources are protected for the benefit of future generations.

In this epic journey, we are transported to the early 1900’s where two camel riders search the endless desert for a source of 

water, careful of every drop of their reserves. 



A L  F A R D A N  J E W E L L E R Y

TELEVISION COMMERCIAL

To celebrate Al Fardan’s 60th anniversary, we were commissioned to 
make a TVC that encapsulated their beautiful new collections while 

keeping with the spirit of Ramadan.

We encounter stunning jewelry, in a scenic location to truly capture the essence of this Qatari brand.



B E S T  B U D D I E S  -  Q ATA R

TELEVISION COMMERCIAL

There are no barriers to a good friendship.

Being a buddy is about sharing, inspiring and encouraging another person. As good friends are hard to find, Best Buddies pairs-

up friends-to-be, and in doing so breaks down barriers to communication for people with disabilities. Our film, supported by 

Qatar Financial Centre, aimed to give Best Buddies Qatar a powerfully communicative and energising piece of content that we 

hope will resonate throughout Qatar and the Best Buddies International organisation. And so, to emphasise this, we created 

a visual barrier using the motif of a split screen, through which our buddies communicate, engage, chat and have fun, despite 

the very present divide in the screen.  



O O R E D O O  -  L I G H T S

TELEVISION COMMERCIAL

Telecoms giant, Ooredoo, wanted to celebrate their recent digital 
achievements and excite employees with a slick video about their 

vibrant digital future.

We pitched a light-painting stop motion film using the revolutionary Pixelstick, which communicated their sense of energy 

and life. Frame by frame we moved through the city and lit up the night with image sequences that connected with their 

brand and products.



H A M A D  I N T E R N AT I O N A L  A I R P O R T  -  L A N D I N G  F I L M

CORPORATE FILM

A symbol of Qatar’s vision and significance in the region, Hamad 
International Airport is a truly phenomenal architectural landmark.

The Film House was asked to make an elegant and instructional ‘landing film’ for the arrival of airplanes to one of the most 

breathtaking and state-of-the-art airports in the world. Our aim was to portray the airport as one of the most beautiful 

spaces for passengers to travel through, while serving as a subtle and yet stunning instructional guide.



A L  J A Z E E R A  -  S T E P S

COMMERCIAL FILM

Al Jazeera came to The Film House to create a cinematic documentary 
teaser to promote and celebrate a special tenth year for the documentary 

festival.

With a quick turnaround shoot, we’re grateful to Al Jazeera for letting us express ourselves with an epic cinematic documentary look 

and feel. Special thanks to Variable and KittyFrido who garnished the piece with their extraordinary and lovely freediver and Holi - the 

Indian festival of color - shots.



C H A L L E N G E  2 2

COMMERCIAL FILM

“Challenge 22” is an annual innovation award launched in 2015 by the 
Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy.

The Supreme Committee is the organisation responsible for delivering the infrastructure for the 2022 FIFA World Cup™ while 

creating a lasting legacy for Qatar and the region. Challenge 22 aims to unite, inspire and challenge the region’s brightest minds, 

providing innovative thinkers with the opportunity to have their ideas showcased in front of an audience of billions in 2022 and 

beyond.



T H E  A N V I L  R O O M S  -  T H E  M A S T E R  C R A F T S M A N

COMMERCIAL FILM

The Anvil Rooms is Doha’s finest restaurant! An incredible 
group of people behind an incredible venue. The food, the 

ambience, the staff, the clientele, the location.

Everything about The Anvil Rooms exudes perfection. It was an honor for The Film House to make a stand-

out film for their launch, and to craft something with the look and feel of an international production, made 

entirely in Doha; locations, kit and crew. The works. This is The Film House, Qatar. We hope you enjoy the 

film and, absolutely, visit the restaurant.



S H E I K H  K H A L I D  A L  T H A N I  -  L A N G U A G E  W I T H O U T  W O R D S

ART INSTALLATION FILM

As an international ambassador for Qatar’s art scene, Sheikh Khalid Al 
Thani’s ambition is to establish a unique and authentic Qatari photographic 

landscape. 

The exquisite landscapes seen through the lens of the artist reveal the beauty that the Qatari desert holds. Each facet of this project ap-

peals differently to the individual viewer,  yet when combined the audience is transported to a universal,  ageless desert filled with beauty, 

mystery and intrigue. Shot on 16mm film on location in the Qatar desert, The Film House has created a series of art installation films to 

be showcased during a global, traveling exhibition opening in London in 2016.  

The Film House also created a series of films that served as teasers for Sheikh Khalid’s VIP reception at Paris Photo 2014.



Q ATA R  A I R WA Y S  -  A L  D A R B

COMMERCIAL FILM

 The “Al Darb” program highlights the variety of customized career options 
within Qatar Airways for Qatari Nationals, placing them on the pathway to 

becoming global citizens and ambassadors for The State of Qatar.

The Film House wanted to help portray Qatar Airways as the perfect career destination for Qataris who go the extra-mile; those that 

get up early; those that stay until the job is done; those that have keen extra-curricular interests and a positive outlook on life. We spent 

time with the nationalization team in charge of the Al Darb program, and they are incredible individuals.  Al Darb, which means ‘Pathway’, 

is clearly an ideal place to nurture such talented Qatari people.



I C S S  -  S AV E  T H E  D R E A M

PUBLIC AWARENESS FILM

“Save the Dream” is a program focused on protecting and promoting 
the core values of sport among youth internationally.

 Educating them on the gravity of  breaches to the integrity and security of sport, and harnessing the passion for sport to 

protect its purity for future generations,  The Film House crafted this film.  It was broadcast in stadiums in 10 cities across Italy 

on  April 13, 2014 during the 14th Championships Day of Lega Serie A.



A L  J A Z E E R A  -  S H A D O W S

TEASERS

With “Steps” as the theme for the 10th Al Jazeera International Documentary 
Film Festival, The Film House created a series of awards stings that would 

resonate within the theme.

During the Award Ceremony of the 10th Al Jazeera International Documentary Film Festival, these films illustrated the category for each 

particular award - Best Director,  Best Cinematography,  Jury Award etc.

Inspired by the photography of Pol Ubeda Hervas, we used the metaphor of empty shoes as a testament to those filmmakers who are filling 

them and creating phenomenal documentaries around the world.



A L  J A Z E E R A  -  W E  A R E  T H E  YO U T H

COMMERCIAL FILM

Al Jazeera Center for Studies organized the Al Jazeera 
8th Forum during 26-28 May 2014 in Doha under the title 

“Change in the Arab World: Where To?” 
 The Film House crafted this promo for the Al Jazeera Network to help draw attention to the forum.



A C T I O N  O N  D I A B E T E S

PUBLIC AWARENESS ANIMATION

Diabetes is serious, but it can be managed and prevented.

Action on Diabetes in Doha is helping Qatari authorities to tackle the rise of diabetes in the country by 

raising awareness and helping with lifestyle changes. We used the Action On Diabetes circular logo as the 

vehicle to deliver a very simple message to parents and kids: keep them fit and healthy now and you’ll 

keep diabetes away in the future.



V O D A F O N E  -  4 G  C H A L L E N G E R S

WEB SERIES

Vodafone selected six fun-loving, adventurous individuals from Qatar 
to participate in a new web series called “The Challengers”.

Each week, The Challengers are put to the test.  Armed with only their new Vodafone 4G-enabled devices, the Challengers 
must devise and execute creative solutions to complete their tasks.



B A R WA  B A N K  -  S P E C T R U M

COMMERCIAL FILM

To celebrate Barwa Bank’s spectacular growth figures, The 
Film House was commissioned to put together a film and 

photography campaign.
 We brought in renowned UK director, Chino Moya, and international photographer Nick Meek, to 

capture Doha’s unique geometric environment with a fresh perspective.



A M E R I C A N  E MB A S SY  -  Q ATA R  T O  A M E R I C A

EDUCATIONAL ANIMATION

The Embassy of the United States Doha has streamlined 
its non-immigrant visa application online.

 To combat the myth that it takes forever, it’s impossible to acquire, and the website is difficult to navigate, 

the US Embassy contacted us to help illustrate (quite literally) the process. This animated film walks the 

applicant through each step and makes them smile along the way.
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C L I E N T  L I S T



T H A N K  Y O U
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